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Abstract— A hybrid photovoltaic- fuel cell PV/FC system for 

supplying an isolated small community with electrical energy is 

digitally simulated and presented in this paper. The proposed 

hybrid renewable green energy scheme has four key subsystems 

or components to supply the required electric loads.  The first 

subsystem includes the renewable generation sources from PV 

array and Fuel Cell. The second is the interface converters used 

to connect the renewable energy generators to the common DC 

collection bus, where all generated energy is collected. The third 

device represents the added inverter between the common 

collection DC bus and the added AC bus interface to feed all AC 

loads. The fourth subsystem comprises all controllers including 

the modulated power filter. The controller main function is to 

ensure efficient energy utilization and dynamic matching 

between loads and green energy generation as well as voltage 

stabilization.  The proposed controllers are coordinated dynamic 

error driven PI regulators to control the interface converters. 

The integrated hybrid green energy system with key subsystems 

are digitally simulated using the Matlab/Simulink/Sim-Power 

software environment and fully validated for efficient energy 

utilizations and enhanced interface power quality under 

different  operating conditions and load excursions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

In remote isolated areas and arid communities such as small 

islands, diesel generator sets and micro gas turbines are 

usually the main source of power supply. Fossil fuel for 

electricity generation has several drawbacks: it is costly due 

to transportation to the remote areas and it causes global 

warming pollution and green house gases. The need to 

provide an economical, viable and environmental safe 

alternative renewable green energy source is very important.  

As green renewable energy resources such as Photovoltaic 

(PV) and Fuel Cells have gained great acceptance as a 

substitute for conventional costly and scare fossil fuel energy 

resources. Stand-alone renewable green energy is already in 

operation at many places despite solar and hydrocarbon 

variations and stochastic nature. Isolated green energy hybrid 

operation may not be effective or viable in terms of the cost; 

efficiency and supply reliability unless an effective and 

robust stabilization of AC-DC interface scheme and 

maximum energy tracking control strategies are fully 

implemented [1, 2].  

 

An effective approach is to ensure renewable energy diversity 

and effective utilization by combining these different 

renewable energy sources to form a coordinated and hybrid 

integrated energy system. Integrated green energy system is a 

valid alternative solution for small scale micro-grid 

electrification for remote rural and isolated village/island 

where the utility grid extension is both costly and 

geographically difficult. Hybrid renewable green energy 

system incorporates a combination of several diverse 

renewable energy sources such as photovoltaic, fuel cells and 

possibly wind, wave energy sources. A system using such 

diverse combination has the full advantage of supply 

diversity, capacity and system stability that may offer the 

strengths of each type [3, 4]. The main objective of integrated 

green energy scheme is to provide supply security for remote 

communities. Hybrid integrated green energy systems are 

also pollution free, and can provide electricity at 

comparatively viable and economic advantages to micro grid 

or diesel generator set utilized in village/island electricity.   

 

II. LAYOUT OF THE STUDIED SYSTEM  

 

The paper presents a hybrid  PV/FC renewable energy 

scheme for supplying an isolated community with electrical 

energy. In order to obtain electricity from the hybrid green 

system at an economical price, its topology and control 

design must be optimized in terms of coordinated operation 

and layout configuration. Many topologies are currently 

available for integrated green system configurations, 

depending on the use of interface converters based on 

common DC/common AC bus interface architecture.  


